
MST, Shortest Paths, Dynamic Programming

November 21, 2014

Homework 6

Due Date: No due date, the assignment is optional and should not be submitted.
You are welcome to come to office hours to discuss solutions.
Solutions will be distributed only at the last lecture.

• Whenever we ask you to design an algorithm, we always want to see three things: a description of the
algorithm, a run-time analysis, and an explanation/proof that the algorithm does what you claim it
does. You should always try to present the bounds in Θ notation. Describe your algorithm in precise
English and avoid pseudocode unless absolutely necessary. Never submit C or Java code.

• Unless specified otherwise, exponential time algorithms are not going to earn points. Among polynomial
time algorithms, faster ones will get more points. It is part of the homework to decide what is ”fast
enough”.

• No need to re-prove anything that was proven in the textbook or the lecture - you can refer to the
lecture slides or textbook chapter instead.

• The points for extra credit questions will be calculated separately. Students with many extra credit
points will get their grade bumped up if they are on the boundary.

Problem 6-1. Given a connected graph G = (V,E), consider a graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where each node in
G′ corresponds to some spanning tree T in G. In other words, there are as many nodes in G′ as there are
different spanning trees in G. The edges of G′ are defined as follows: For any two spanning trees T1 = (V, F1)
and T2 = (V, F2) of G, such that |F1 −F2| = |F2 −F1| = 1, i.e. T1 has a single edge that is not in T2 and T2

has a single edge that is not in T1, we add an edge connecting the nodes in G′ corresponding to T1 and T2.

• Prove that G′ is connected, i.e. given any two nodes in G′, say T3 = (V, F3) and T4 = (V, F4), there is
a path in G′ connecting these nodes. Moreover, the length of this path is k = |F3 − F4| = |F4 − F3|.

• Assume that edges of the original graph G are labeled either red or blue. Design an algorithm that
finds a spanning tree of G that has exactly k blue edges or states that such spanning tree does not exist.

[Hint: Note that G′ is, in general, exponential in size. This is not an issue since you are not being asked to
compute it, just to prove it’s properties.]

Problem 6-2. Given a sequence of integers of length n, design an O(n2) algorithm to find the length of
a longest subsequence that first monotonically increases and then monotonically decreases. For example, if
the input sequence is 1, 7, 4, 9, 5, 3, 8, 7, 2, then 1, 4, 3, 2 is such a sequence, as well as 7, 3, 2 and 1, 7, 9. (Note
that the second example misses ”increasing” part, and the third is missing the ”decreasing” part.) For this
example, the answer is 6: (1, 7, 9, 5, 3, 2) or (1, 7, 9, 8, 7, 2). For simplicity, assume all input numbers are
distinct, i.e. no repetitions.
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Problem 6-3. You are given a list A of horizontal intervals and a list B of vertical intervals. There are
n intervals total, with each interval given by the x and y coordinates of its start and end points. Design an
algorithm that counts the number of interval intersections. For simplicity, assume that all coordinates are
distinct integers. O(n2) algorithms will get zero points. [Hint: Think about what happens when you sweep
the region with a vertical line. Start by considering the case where there is only one vertical interval.]

Problem 6-4. During the lecture we have considered the ”activity selection problem”, where the goal is
to schedule as many non-overlapping activities as possible. Now we will modify the problem, by adding
”revenue” value ri to activity i, for all i. The modified goal is to find a set of non-overlapping activities S
that maximizes ”total revenue”, defined as

∑
i∈S ri. Does the algorithm presented in class correctly solve

this problem ? Prove if yes or provide a counterexample if no.

Problem 6-5. Consider a highway with gas stations located at distances a1, a2, . . . , an along the highway.
In other words, the first gas station is a1 miles from your current location, the next gas station is a2 miles
from your current location, and so on. You can travel R miles on a single gas tank. The goal is to design
an algorithm that allows you to travel to the last gas station an while minimizing the number of times you
have to refuel along the way. As usual, analyze running time and provide proof of correctness. [Proof of
correctness is the main point of this exercise.]
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